
The suggestion is that we are at the cusp, where 
diversity shifts from a challenge and a problem issue, 
to a business imperative and an opportunity.  Also, 

that the HR community is well-positioned to both increase 
their influence with the Board and CEO, and to create an 
external profile as a sought after NED who possesses the 
core capabilities of, top team executive succession and 
development, reward management and cultural diversity to 
address these board strategic issues. 

So much has changed over the past 30 years since I wrote a 
report on diversity and women in the workplace? Or are we 
spinning around with the same arguments and issues.  

At Advanced Boardroom Excellence we are about to publish 
in September a Report on Diversity, with a focus on the female 
talent in organisations, in which 70 successful women leaders 
took part.  This provoked my reflections on the key catalysts to 
change in diversity both in the past and in the future.

Legislation, has at best provided a minimum ‘safety net’ on 
fundamental issues, but the challenges still exist, as a recent 
CMI Survey has highlighted, women bosses are paid 35% less 
that male counterparts.

Politicians, while enacting the detailed legislation, have only 
recently discovered equality as a high profile issue of interest to 
them and the electorate, the Coalition government appointed 
Lord Davies to review the situation of women on boards.

Pressure groups, have provide a worthwhile momentum 
for change over the last 30 years, in many cases sponsoring 
legislation and getting the attention of the politicians.

Human Resources, while often battling to bring in the standards 
required and promoting general equality and diversity, have at best 
had a patchy track record as catalysts for fundamental change.

CEO’s and Leadership Teams, with occasional exceptions, 
have had little concerted focus on creating diverse leadership 
teams and succession pipelines.

The Board, impressive at one level in their response to Lord 
Davies’s Report, with few shortlist for NED roles without women 
as a key consideration.  On the other hand, they have been less 
effective at addressing the organisational succession pipeline 
identified by Lord Davies as the ‘seed corn’ of future diversity on 
Boards, Executive Committees and Senior Leadership Teams.

So is there any real prospect of change?
For me one of the key missing factors in my rudimentary force 

field analysis, is the invisible hand of the ‘business imperative’.  
My view is that while diversity as a business imperative have 

been expounded since the 90’s with little real traction, coming into 
vogue when demographics are highlighted and out in recession, 
we are on the cusp of the emergence of a new leadership model.  

We are seeing the emergence of this new leadership approach 
based on an egalitarian and collaborative view of business, this 
switches the emphasis to talent who are able to live, breath and 
enact the mantra of team working, open communication and active 
collaboration across diverse networks, cultures and time zones.  As 
leaders who set direction without dictating, they are much more 
attuned to understanding other people’s perspectives.  This translates 
into a relationship building focus, with a personal balance which 
recognises the pressures and rewards of leadership.  This all results in 
corporate cultures which are becoming more focused on talent, less 
rigid, bringing more flexibility and a sense of engagement.

Consequently, as organisations meet the challenges of fast moving 
flexible competitions who ‘get it’, the search for talent wherever 
it appears is on. With the new generations of talent flowing to 
organisations where their capabilities are recognised and thrive.

All this present a unique opportunity for the HR community as 
two key trends unfold.  Firstly, with flexibility, creativity and networked 
organisation as the new business imperative, the opportunity to grab 
the CEOs attention becomes a reality.  Secondly, to become prime 
candidates for NED roles is the future.as Board’s become more 
focused on the talent pipeline, the reward environment and the 
organisational culture, as prime strategic concerns. 

As the diversity environment becomes a more central 
business imperative, the Board, the CEO and the HR Director 
are being presented with a historic opportunity to engage and 
drive this change into reality. Hr
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And just who is responsible for diversity?
The change in the diversity environment is notoriously slow and ponderous.  
Here Helen pitcher Chairman of Advanced Boardroom Excellence, a Board 
Effectiveness Consultancy ponders the speed of change and suggests we are 
at a significant point in the business cycle with regard to diversity.  
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